
 
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

OneStream Software Debuts Fish Market Solution Center  

ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN (February, 2015) - OneStream Software LLC, leader in Corporate Performance 

Management (CPM) software, today announced the successful debut of its Fish Market Solution Center.  

 

The Fish Market is a customer self-serve solution center for OneStream XF clients. This highly anticipated 

download center delivers immediate access to OneStream’s growing list of pre-built solutions, templates, 

accelerators and workspaces that can be added directly to their OneStream application from a single location. 

Users can easily download and customize a solution specific to their needs, all with a click of a button. All 

downloadable applications can be previewed and come with complete documentation and simple setup 

instructions. In addition to its customizable solutions, the Fish Market Center will also contain training videos 

highlighting different features in short easy to understand sessions. 

 

“The OneStream Fish Market will revolutionize the financial software industry as we know it. The Fish Market gives 

OneStream a speed to market advantage that no other vendor can compete with.” says Craig Colby, Sr. Vice 

President Business Development, OneStream Software. “Each Fish Market solution has a proven design that has 

been built and thoroughly tested in-house. No third-party application is required. Customers want customizable 

solutions, such as, specialty planning solutions for CAPEX and People planning, fast and easy report delivery, close 

management, and user specific pre-defined dashboards. Our Fish Market delivers these additional solutions, and 

more, with unparalleled speed and flexibility adapted to the unique requirements of every organization”  

 

There is very little or no setup to the majority of solutions. Examples of Fish Market Solutions include: 

 Close Manager 

 Workforce Planning 

 Guided Reporting with automatic report distribution 

 Video Training  

 User Help Desk 

 Certified Cash Flow Dimension 

 Postal Service Automated Report Delivery 
 

 

Gary Simon, CEO of FSN states “OneStream is a trendsetter in the CPM space. ‘Fish Market’ reflects the latest 

thinking in software development in which software vendors literally create a marketplace where customers and 

partners can buy and sell solutions, benefitting the whole user community with pre-built templates that have 

common appeal. OneStream acts as the ‘gate keeper’ for quality and consistency, ensuring that every solution has 

common instructions and conforms to quality standards prior to release.  In this way the community can be 

assured that pre-built solutions can be downloaded and readily ‘wired’ into any OneStream application and used 

within a matter of hours.” 
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About OneStream Software LLC 
 
OneStream Software is a privately held software company created by the same team that invented the leading 
financial solutions of the last decade. We provide a unified Corporate Performance Management (CPM) platform 
which enables the enterprise to solve complex financial consolidation, reporting, budgeting and forecasting with 
powerful extensibility to enable the deployment of additional analytic solutions. By delivering multiple solutions in 
one application, we offer increased capabilities for financial reporting and analysis while reducing the risk, 
technical complexity and total cost of ownership for our customers. We stand behind our mission statement that 
every customer must be a reference and success.  
 
For more information, visit OneStream Software http://www.onestreamsoftware.com or on Twitter 
@OneStream_Soft. 
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